INDUSTRIAL
GRADE PIPE
Wil-loc Galvanized Pipe is built to
the rugged standards required for
suction and discharge applications
found in dewatering, sewer bypass,
vac-truck and viscous material
handling jobs. Not just any pipe
can handle the strain and abuse
of these industrial environments.

+ Full vacuum rating (29 Hg) makes Wil-loc Pipe the most versatile and
durable pipe in the industry.

With over 40 years of ﬁeld-tested
experience, Wil-loc Pipe matches
the industry’s best combination
of dependable performance and
superior value.

+ More cost effective than high abrasive hose in most abrasive applications.

SYSTEM VERSATILITY :
The Wil-loc System’s
versatility can accommodate
nearly any suction or
discharge application.

VACUUM TIGHT O-RINGS :
Wil-loc Couplers allow for up
to 30° of articulation–ideal
for rough terrain.

SAFEY PIN HANDLES :
Rugged lever clip handles
ensure smooth assembly.
Safety pins prevent
accidental opening.

+ Industrial grade wall thickness ensures pipe will not collapse under
vacuum and minimizes transportation damage.
+ Wil-loc’s articulating coupling system provides maximum ﬂexibility in
system design.

+ No relief valves needed for long discharge systems due to vacuum rating.
+ Wil-loc Pipe is an ideal substitution for hose on long suction applications.

STEEL PIPE :
Wil-loc Pipe is manufactured from laminated steel formed by a cold
rolling process. Seams are longitudinally or spiral welded by an
electrical arc process for unmatched strength. Our wall thickness
outperforms and outlasts irrigation-grade piping.
GALVANIZATION :
Wil-loc Pipe is galvanized by vertical immersion in a zinc bath at 450°
C. This process is ideally suited for pipe, as both internal and external
surfaces are evenly coated, leaving no beads or scum. To ensure
perfect galvanization, our zinc bath uses 99.995% pure electrolytic
zinc with aluminum added in a 2 to 3% proportion. All Wil-loc
Couplings are spin dried to minimize material pooling.
COUPLINGS :
All pipe is equipped with the Wil-loc Quick Coupling System, providing
ﬂexibility in application and trouble-free assembly. Integrated rubber
O-rings not only prevent leakage, they allow for full vacuum
throughout the system.

